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Abstract
Urban media is widely used to provide citizens with public information, commercial ad, entertainment content, and pure artistic
expression in some cases. However, as most of current urban media projects have been usually implemented without
understanding human activities and spatial context, they do not reflect humanities-related context of the city. A place is woven
with human activities, emotions, and its social context together, thus urban media should be implemented by reflecting the
identity of the place. Furthermore, as the paradigm changes from the possession to the sharing, shared memory, knowledge, and
experience are now recognized as important social capital. The basic assumption is that sharing of place experience can be a key
element to construct the sense of place. Such sharing possesses important value as it may enhance the social amenity among the
citizens. This research aims to propose a systematic framework where urban media plays a critical role in creating the sense of
place. The urban media interacts with people through sharing experience, knowledge, and memory of the place within the
framework. To realize augmented place, the Place Engine system is proposed as a key component of the framework. The logic
structure of Place Engine is constructed by using ontology rules. Lastly, the possibilities as an educational application are
presented by providing ‘Digital Palimpsest’ which can generate multi-faceted contents through the Place Engine. Moreover, a
method of contents configuration and delivery is presented by applying proposed ‘Digital Palimpsest’ in a real example, a
traditional teahouse Gui-Cheon ‘Back to Heaven.’
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1. Introduction
Urban media is an integration of hardware and software installed in a city space. It conveys urban information
through various kinds of media contents. It is widely used to provide citizens with public information, commercial
ad, entertainment content, and pure artistic expression in some cases. Being implemented without incorporating
human activities and spatial context, most of current urban media projects fail to reflect humanities-related context
of the city. Therefore, it is hard to find the sense of place from superficial form and content delivered through the
urban media.
Edward Relph argued that a space becomes a ‘place’ when it imbues with human activities, cultural and physical
meanings of the environment (Relph, 1976). Things, emotions, activities, and its context are intermingled into the
sense of a place. Diverse cultural groups, communities, and people are given their meanings from the place, in turn
(Anderson, 2010). Also, a place is recognized as socially important as it contributes to the formation of selfidentities of individual and group (Jeon et al., 2012). A place is woven with human activities, emotions, and its
social context together, thus urban media should be implemented by reflecting the identity of the place. For the
urban media to reflect the identity of a place, it should communicate such elements with the users in a synergistic
way. The urban media in this paper refers to personal media as well as intelligent street objects both of which
provide citizens with various interaction channels supported by sufficient bandwidth and multimedia functions.
Here, the intelligent street objects include ICT technology-integrated media facades as well as intelligent streetlight
or information kiosks. They have been adopted as typical intelligent street objects or what is called street-ware in
most of current smart city examples (Kim & Cho, 2010; Shin & Kim, 2008). On the other hand, the personal media
includes various kinds of emerging wearable devices as well as smart phones.
The concept of experience as a market product has been around for a long time. It meant something sharable yet
remained as an abstract entity. The experience has recently emerged as highly profitable lifestyle product along with
the technological advances and material affluence (Pine & Gilmore, 1999). Furthermore, as the paradigm changes
from the possession to the sharing (Rifkin, 2001), shared memory, knowledge, and experience are now recognized as
important social capital. An experience or a memory is regarded personal in its nature. It is, however, also a social
product that utilizes, stores and conveys the collective symbols or stories (Olick, 2007). Therefore, sharing
experience through other generation’s memory makes it possible to encounter abundant and vivid history of the
community. Also, experience and memory have significant potential in place making process. It is because human
can use the memory and the experience to sublimate personal idea into collective knowledge (Frank &
Schneekloth, 1994). Joel Kotkin argued that what is more important than adding a new building to the city is
to encourage people to appreciate living experience in a city (Kotkin, 2006). The basic assumption in this paper is
that sharing of place experience can be a key element to construct the sense of place. Such sharing possesses
important value as it may enhance the social amenity among the citizens.
In conclusion, next generation urban media for smart green city should; 1) reflect the identity of place, 2) make
people aware the value of memory and experience, and induce people to share them in a sustainable manner, 3)
facilitate citizens’ social engagement.
2. Research Objectives
This research proposes a systematic framework where urban media plays a critical role in creating the sense of
place. The urban media interacts with people through sharing experience, knowledge, and memory of the
place within the framework. Harnessed with the cutting-edge technologies from various industries, the new breed of
urban media is empowered to augment the sense of place through the combination of interactive communication,
sensing and actuation with smart devices, and knowledge engineering. Wearable devices have been added to this
biosphere interplay, and their potential seems immense enough to change existing application scenarios from the
ground. They can support crowdsourced data collection and the integration of multi-sensory information with
unprecedented mobility. Accordingly, it seems possible to create an information environment which spans both real
and virtual spaces. It is significant to propose an urban media framework integrating above mentioned technologies
and concepts. Especially, a logic model to organize the information behind the presentation layer is crucial. This
logic formalizes classifications and relations among place making components. The modelling requires the
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enumeration and classification of multi-faceted data related with the place. The ontology engineering is
indispensable for this work. The concept of ‘Digital Palimpsest’ was introduced as a combination of various
information objects. As in the multi-layered meaning of the palimpsest, a parchment of from which text has been
scraped or washed-off so that it can be used again, the digital palimpsest is used to create an artificial history and
narratives of the place by interweaving related information with the help of ontology engineering.
3. Modeling the Augmented Place
This research proposes a sustainable framework of urban media for the implementation of the augmented place.
Proposed framework consists of three processes (Fig. 1).
y

y

y

Process 1: Diverse forms of urban media such as wearable devices, street furniture and media facades exist in
an urban space. People can contribute to the collection of urban data through urban media in voluntary or
unconscious ways. Most of contents are various types of multimedia digital data objects containing place
memory and experience. This collection is called place data.
Process 2: Place data is composed of the citizen-created media content coupled with GIS data. Types of media
objects may vary ranging from simple text to digital movie clips. They are fragments of urban memory and
experience, being used as raw material for the Place Engine. Ontology provides knowledge structure to process
contents required urban media by defining logical relationships and forming semantic networks between these
data objects. This research builds ontology-based rules to create mixed-media contents (combination of media
objects) for user adaptive.
Process 3: Place Engine is a platform that dynamically composes and processes contents to be delivered to
urban media nodes for the purpose of sharing memory and experience of the place. The Place Engine system
consists of core program modules including directory service, ontology system, digital palimpsest, and place
data warehouse. Each module corporates to process humanistic data, geographic data and citizen-created data to
generate media contents to be supplied to relevant urban media. These media contents generated through Place
Engine are basic element that composes artificial narratives and history, creating the desired sense of place.


Fig. 1. Conceptual Framework for Augmented Place
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The system framework with the data processing flow is shown in Fig. 2. User requests desired data (query) to
digital palimpsest synthesizer of Place Engine through the interaction with personal media or intelligent street-ware.
This request, in its core, contains the information about the situated context and profile data of the user. Digital
palimpsest synthesizer locates necessary data objects from the data cloud with the help of the directory service.
Found data objects are dynamically referenced and processed by the digital palimpsest synthesizer. The directory
service manages meta-information to keep track of multimedia data distributes in the data cloud. Digital palimpsest
synthesizer comprehends the technical specifications of an urban media node and suitable media format through the
directory service. The synthesizer then creates the digital palimpsest object which describes the correlations of media
objects, related data resources, and procedures to create thematic configurations of information. The palimpsest
object is to be interpreted by the media content generator module. This module, residing in the synthesizer, is to
generate media contents stream tailored to a specific urban media node. The palimpsest objects are also to be stored
in the data warehouse for reuse. The once-processed yet reusable information objects stored in the place-data
warehouse consist of various types of media contents set, palimpsest objects, and meta-data associated with specific
request. It is possible to reuse cached datasets without data processing operations or additional information search if
the data request is similar to previous one. Therefore, it maximizes efficiency of the system and the reproduction of
knowledge is better supported.


Fig. 2. System and Data Process of Place Engine

4. Implementation of the Place Engine System
The proposed Place Engine needs a logic structure model built around the concept of place. This logic structure
model is effectively implemented by introducing the ontology technology. To construct the place ontology, elements
related to the sense of place need to be identified and their properties and relations should be defined. The logic
structure embodied in the ontology model provides a generic skeleton for modeling different types of places (Fig. 3).
Four concepts, PLACE, PEOPLE, TIME, and EVENT are defined as main elements for structuring ontology model
of the sense of place. The PLACE is a physical area that acquires meaning through experiences and activities of
human. Therefore, the formation of the sense of place is closely related to human activities. All human activities are
modeled to belong to the concept of EVENT. The EVENT is always associated with TIME and PLACE. Also, for
something to be qualified as an EVENT, it has to be related with PEOPLE, the main agent of the activity making the
event. Also, PEOPLE is connected to other PEOPLE and group (community, generation, and society). LOCATION
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INFORMATION is a kind of PLACE and every PLACE is defined as a kind of THING in the place ontology. The
THING does not form a PLACE directly. However, it constructs a concept of PLACE by related elements such as
OBJECT, ART, and etc.


Fig. 3. Logic Structure of Place Engine

Processed datasets in Place Engine support various media contents formats configured for urban media types
(AUM, PM). Personal media and ambient urban media transmit information about user context (profile, location,
media type of user, other users, etc.), physical context (around buildings and media facilities, etc.), and time context.
Place Engine composes appropriate media contents stream by interpreting this context-related information. Media
contents stream is categorized into three types: thematic digital movie, AR content, and urban media content
description. These types are determined by urban media type, personal background and taste of the user. The
composition and delivery method of media contents stream for each urban media type is shown in Fig. 4.


Fig. 4. User Interaction and Media Contents Stream Composition of Place Engine
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y Thematic digital movie - A sequence of movie clips is synthesized according to the composition rules. The
synthesizer selects digital movie objects, and interweaves them to create a thematic movie. In this way, almost
endless creation of different movies is possible with a limited set of movie objects. This type of intelligent
composition rules was introduced in several previous research works (e.g. Kim 1997). The thematic digital movie
is appropriate for the screen-type urban media such as media façade.
y AR content - This representation and contents structuring method is suitable for AR (Augmented Reality)
media such as Google Glass™. Contents are shown through overlapping three-dimensional virtual multimedia
related place. While the thematic digital movie displays a sequential method, AR content presents artificial image
of place by superimposing related diverse media objects on top of real world object view.
y Urban media content description - This method uses multiple physical effects to express media contents
rather than depending on screens or visual effects. The physical effect utilizes various actuations (ex. sound, light,
and etc.) or hybrid way which combines several actuations.
5. Application in the Learning Environment
‘Digital Palimpsest’ is proposed as a core element of the learning environment. This ‘Digital Palimpsest’ digitizes
accumulated memories and existed traces of a place with time and reconfigures this place data by reflecting intention
of a user. To fully meet the individual learning demands, its environment should be adaptive to the learner. Thus, the
development of intelligently adaptive learning environment is desirable, which is customizable in response to its
circumstance and demand in learning process (Kim, 2005). Therefore, to learn knowledge such as culture or history
of a place, the learning environment of palimpsest concept can acquire novel and creative perspectives to user
instead of simple fragments of information. It is because ‘Digital Palimpsest’ enables user to view sequential and
fragmentary information in different ways according to user’s intention or multi-faceted contents. Therefore, user
can create intended artificial history of a place by recomposing the traces and memories accumulated in it. As a
result, using this method; 1) creates novel urban storytelling and sense of place (augmented space), 2) induces
affinity and interaction with other generations by sharing time, 3) promotes creative knowledge reproduction by
transforming urban data with other users constantly. The composing process of ‘Digital Palimpsest’ consists of five
circulated stages as shown in Fig. 5. ‘Collecting’ is a stage to congregate memory, experience, and knowledge
information of a place. This contributed data has various mixed context and perspectives in a massive and
unstructured form of data. ‘Structuring’ is then needed to sort and systemized the data. The main conceptual
elements of the classification are those related to the place – person, event, space, and time. They are organized in
the form of ontology as in Fig. 3. Thus, collected massive data is structured rather metaphorically into four placeknowledge layers. ‘Processing’ is the stage where the classified data of each layer is re-composed according to the
request by urban media. The extracted data from each layer recasts the place information and creates one dataset.
‘Delivering’ is a stage where the completed dataset is transmitted to user by contents streaming. The completed
dataset is the ‘Digital Palimpsest’. This place storytelling exists as another content to explain the place. It is also
shared by citizen. The stage of ‘Reproducing’ is to recombine the finished ‘Digital Palimpsest’ by sharing with other
users. Although other users encounter the same ‘Digital Palimpsest’, they are to generate new stories and different
interpretations.

Fig. 5. The Composition Process of ‘Digital Palimpsest’
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Pilot Case - Teahouse Gui-Cheon ‘Back to Heaven’

A method of contents configuration and delivery is presented by applying proposed ‘Digital Palimpsest’ in a real
example, a traditional teahouse Gui-Cheon ‘Back to Heaven.’ This place has a significant educational value as an
important place with historical and cultural background stories. Also, this place can be read in a variety of context as
follows. First, the poem ‘Back to Heaven’ which has same name with the teahouse and poet Cheon Sang-byeong are
considered great cultural assets in Korea literature. This poem motivated many artists’ works. Also, an annual art
festival is held to commemorate the poet. Second, the teahouse ‘Back to Heaven’ has significant social meaning as a
place. Many famous Korean literateurs used to discuss life and philosophy in the place.
For these reasons, the history of the teahouse is worthy of sharing, because it has memory, emotion, and
knowledge of several generations. Therefore, this research represents ontology and scenario view how recasts the
multiple context of this place by using ‘Digital Palimpsest’ (Fig. 6). The ontology model of the Gui-Cheon ‘Back to
Heaven’ builds based on the logic structure of Place Engine in Fig. 3. The teahouse ‘Gui-Cheon’ has upper
categories as PEOPLE/ PERSON, ARTIFACT, TIME (temporal property), SPACE (spatial thing), and EVENT.
The scenario view is organized into the AR content setting among conveyance methods of media contents stream
in Fig. 6. The user perceives to enable place contents by confirmed a Place Engine sign or informed alarms through
urban media. In this scenario, the user selects PEOPLE and ARTIFACT among the configurable main keywords
(upper categories). Also the user activates ARTWORK of poet Cheon Sang-byeong in the ARTTIFACT with
juxtaposed way. Place Engine receives this request and provides reframed information with place ontology.


Fig. 6. An Example View in the AR-based Application Scenario and a Place Ontology Example
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6. Conclusion
A comprehensive urban media framework with application scenarios was proposed in this paper. The framework
envisions an ecological sphere where citizens produce and consume media contents through the interaction with
urban media, and the urban media plays a critical role in enhancing the sense of place by incorporating more
humanities related information in creative ways. Place Engine is the central component in this framework. Place
Engine, in response to the user’s interactions with a specific urban media node, locates media objects from the
information cloud, and synthesizes them into a structured document object called digital palimpsest. The digital
palimpsest specifies necessary media objects and linked data, their relations, and composition rules to be used for
constructing multimedia contents for urban media nodes. The place ontology defines the relationships of place
elements, providing the logic structure of the engine.
Most of components of the proposed system are in an early development stage. Core logics of the place ontology
also still needs to be further refined. Suggested media delivery methods such thematic movies or AR-based
information overlay are also at the stage of conceptual prototypes. They are to be, however, fully integrated and
better implemented along with the development of various application scenarios as presented in this paper. Learning
of place-centered history seems to be one of the most promising areas.
In the long run, this research will contribute to the development of next generation LBS (Location Based System)
as well as more friendly urban media. Therefore, next step of the research will expand the application scenarios
while focusing on the implementation of components of the system more in depth.
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